1. The Lord’s call is specific, *Luke 1:26–27*


3. The Lord’s call is sovereign, *Luke 1:30–33*

4. The Lord’s call is supernatural, *Luke 1:34–37*

5. The Lord’s call for surrender, *Luke 1:38*
Sunday, January 6 | 1:00 p.m.
It’s almost here! If you’ve been in the East Lobby recently, you’ve noticed crews installing the all-new children’s play place. The Grand Opening will be held in just a few short weeks. Invite a friend and join us Sunday, January 6 for this special churchwide celebration.

Naming of the Play Place
Bellevue kids are encouraged to help us name the new play place. Stop by the kiosk in the children’s area today to help your child submit their name suggestion. The name will be revealed at the Grand Opening January 6.